IX Series Video Door Station Streaming to Avigilon™ ACC 5

The IX Series video door stations can be viewed by the Avigilon ACC 5 client using the RTSP connection method. By default, IX Series video door stations have the second video stream turned on and set to stream using the H.264 protocol. When configuring, verify door station settings.

Avigilon Client Screen Setup

Configuring with ONVIF instead of RTSP may cause errors. If ONVIF method was used, cycle power to the video door station and configure using the RTSP method described below.
Launch the control center client and log in.

1. Right click the server name and click Setup.

2. Select Connect / Disconnect Cameras.

3. Click Find Camera.

4. Select Generic RTSP as the camera type and enter the RTSP address of the IX door station and click OK.
   - Stream URL:
     - rtsp://aiphone:aiphone@[ip address]/udp/unicast/aiphone_H264
     - rtsp://aiphone:aiphone@[ip address]/udp/unicast/aiphone_JPEG

5. Select the IX camera from the discovered cameras list and click Connect.

6. When prompted to connect camera, click OK.

Note:
When using the default H.264 protocol, enter the address ending in H264. For MJPEG, use the Support Tool to change the streaming method of the video door station and enter address ending in JPEG.